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Figure 1. Attribute editing results by our L2M-GAN on CelebA-HQ. The first column shows the real source images, and each of the other

columns shows the results of editing a specific attribute. Each edited image has an attribute value opposite to that of the source one.

Abstract

A deep facial attribute editing model strives to meet two

requirements: (1) attribute correctness – the target attribute

should correctly appear on the edited face image; (2) ir-

relevance preservation – any irrelevant information (e.g.,

identity) should not be changed after editing. Meeting both

requirements challenges the state-of-the-art works which

resort to either spatial attention or latent space factoriza-

tion. Specifically, the former assume that each attribute has

well-defined local support regions; they are often more ef-

fective for editing a local attribute than a global one. The

latter factorize the latent space of a fixed pretrained GAN

into different attribute-relevant parts, but they cannot be

trained end-to-end with the GAN, leading to sub-optimal so-

lutions. To overcome these limitations, we propose a novel

latent space factorization model, called L2M-GAN, which is

learned end-to-end and effective for editing both local and

global attributes. The key novel components are: (1) A la-

tent space vector of the GAN is factorized into an attribute-

relevant and irrelevant codes with an orthogonality con-

straint imposed to ensure disentanglement. (2) An attribute-

relevant code transformer is learned to manipulate the at-

tribute value; crucially, the transformed code are subject

to the same orthogonality constraint. By forcing both the

original attribute-relevant latent code and the edited code

to be disentangled from any attribute-irrelevant code, our

model strikes the perfect balance between attribute correct-

ness and irrelevance preservation. Extensive experiments

on CelebA-HQ show that our L2M-GAN achieves signifi-

cant improvements over the state-of-the-arts.

1. Introduction

Facial attribute editing [45, 48, 54, 3, 4, 29, 47], i.e.,

manipulating the semantic attributes of a real face im-

age, has a wide range of real-world application scenarios
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such as entertainment, auxiliary psychiatric treatment, and

data augmentation for other facial tasks. With the tremen-

dous success of deep generative models [12, 37, 26], fa-

cial attribute editing has become topical in recent works

[33, 17, 52, 16, 27, 46, 58], most of which are based on

generative adversarial networks (GANs) [12].

One of the main challenges for facial attribute editing is

to meet two requirements simultaneously: (1) attribute cor-

rectness – the target attribute should correctly appear on the

edited image; (2) irrelevance preservation – the irrelevant

information (e.g., identity, or other attributes) should not be

changed during attribute editing. However, meeting both

requirements is hard because there often exist strong cor-

relations between different attributes (e.g., moustache and

gender) as well as between attributes and identity [16, 58].

As a result, editing one attribute may result in unintended

altering of other characteristics of the face image.

To achieve attribute correctness whilst avoiding unin-

tended altering, many recent methods [16, 27] resort to spa-

tial attention. The assumption is that each attribute has lo-

cal support regions which can be modeled using an attention

module on feature maps of an encoder-decoder GAN frame-

work. Once these support regions are identified, image ma-

nipulation can be restricted to those regions thus stopping

unwanted changes in other regions. This assumption is valid

for some local attributes such as bangs or glasses. It is how-

ever problematic when it comes to global attributes such

as smiling/gender/age, for which support regions are global

and overlapping between attributes is inevitable.

Another recent line of approach is to focus on the factor-

ization of the latent space learned by a face synthesis GAN

into attribute-relevant latent codes [46, 58]. Given a fixed

pretrained GAN, the latent space vector is mapped to each

attribute via subspace projection. However, there are two

issues with this approach: (a) It relies on a fixed pretrained

GAN to provide the latent space. Without end-to-end train-

ing with the factorization model, this latent space could be

sub-optimal. (b) Guided by semantic labels, it can only

disentangle different semantic attributes from each other.

However, there are also other characteristics of a face im-

age that are not described by a set of pre-defined attributes,

e.g., identity and lighting condition.

To overcome the limitations of the current state-of-the-

arts [16, 27, 46, 58], we propose a novel latent space factor-

ization model, called learning-to-manipulate GAN or L2M-

GAN, which is learned end-to-end and effective for editing

both local and global attributes (see Figure 1). Similar to

[46, 58], our L2M-GAN model is designed to factorize a

GAN latent space into semantic codes guided by attribute

annotations, without imposing any spatial constraints on

feature maps as in [16, 27]. Differently, for each attribute,

both attribute-relevant and -irrelevant codes are factorized

explicitly. Moreover, the disentanglement between the two

codes are enforced both before and after the editing. Con-

cretely, inspired by the latest StarGAN v2 [6], we apply

a style encoder on the input image to obtain the source

style/latent space code. Further, we devise a new style trans-

former which is the key component for facial attribute edit-

ing. It is composed of two main modules: (1) a decomposer

for disentangling the source style code into two orthogo-

nal parts – an attribute-relevant code and everything else

in an attribute-irrelevant code; (2) a domain transformer

for transforming the attribute-relevant code from its origi-

nal value/domain to a target one (e.g., unsmiling to smil-

ing). Crucially, the transformed code is also subject to

the orthogonality constraint w.r.t. the factorized attribute-

irrelevant code. In this way, the attribute correctness and ir-

relevance preservation requirements are fulfilled explicitly

in our L2M-GAN. Further, unlike the latest works [46, 58],

our L2M-GAN can now be trained end-to-end.

Our main contributions are three-fold: (1) For the first

time, we propose an end-to-end GAN model namely L2M-

GAN for facial attribute editing by explicitly factorizing the

latent space vector of a GAN into attribute-relevant and

-irrelevant codes. (2) To facilitate the latent space fac-

torization, we devise a novel style transformer by impos-

ing the orthogonality constraint on the factorized attribute-

relevant and -irrelevant codes both before and after the edit-

ing/transformation. (3) Extensive experiments on CelebA-

HQ [23] show that our L2M-GAN achieves significant im-

provements over the state-of-the-arts. Importantly, once

learned, our L2M-GAN has a wide use in other attribute ma-

nipulation tasks (e.g., attribute strength manipulation and

manipulation with reference images) without re-training,

and also generalizes well from photo to anime faces.

2. Related Work

Generative Adversarial Networks. Since its introduction

in [12], GAN has attracted much attention [59, 42, 36, 8,

11, 21, 49] due to its powerful ability to generate photo-

realistic outputs. Many variants of GANs were proposed to

guarantee the training stability [1, 13, 43, 50] and improve

the synthesis quality [40, 23, 55, 2, 24]. Apart from im-

age synthesis with unconditional GANs, conditional meth-

ods [20, 39] were attempted for image-to-image translation.

CycleGAN [60] proposed to utilize the cycle consistency

loss to overcome the lack of paired training data. Instead of

single domain transfer, StarGAN [5] and StarGAN v2 [6]

coped with image translation among multiple domains. Due

to these advances, GANs have recently been leveraged in a

variety of real-world applications such as image inpainting

[51, 53], image super-resolution [30, 56, 22], facial attribute

editing [45, 48, 54], and medical image generation [10, 41].

Facial Attribute Editing. As a typical yet challenging gen-

erative task, facial attribute editing has been dominated by
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GAN based methods [33, 31, 9, 16, 27, 28, 17, 57, 48, 46,

58]. Depending on what intermediate information is used

for facial attribute editing, existing GAN based methods

can be roughly divided into two groups: (1) Editing over

Feature Maps: STGAN [33] employed an attribute differ-

ence indicator and then performed selective transfer over

the feature maps of encoder-decoder for attribute editing.

MaskGAN [31] exploited the semantic masks of the input

image for flexible face manipulation with fidelity preser-

vation. WrapGAN [9] learned the smooth wrap fields for

photo-realistic attribute editing. PA-GAN [16] and CAFE-

GAN [27] applied spatial attention to obtain local support

regions pertinent to the attribute and then conduct the at-

tribute editing inside these regions. As a result, they are

often more suitable for a local attribute (e.g., bangs) than a

global one (e.g., smiling). (2) Editing over Latent Space:

Fader Network [28] leveraged adversarial training to dis-

entangle attribute-related latent factors/codes from the la-

tent space. AttGAN [17] modeled the relation between

attributes and the latent space learned by a GAN. Gene-

GAN [57] and ELEGANT [48] exchanged attribute be-

tween two faces by swapping the attribute-related latent

codes. InterfaceGAN [46] and In-Domain GAN Inver-

sion [58] focused on the interpretation of the semantics

of the latent space of GANs via subspace projection. In

this work, our proposed L2M-GAN belongs to the second

group, and relies on latent space factorization, similar to

[46, 58]. However, different from [46, 58] that only fac-

torize between different attribute-related codes, for each at-

tribute, our factorization disentangles a latent code into an

attribute-relevant and -irrelevant codes, both before and af-

ter attribute editing in the latent space. Crucially, this en-

ables end-to-end training of both our factorization module

and the GAN module, avoiding sub-optimal solutions suf-

fered by [46, 58] which used a fixed pretrained GAN for

factorization. Note that the end-to-end training of a latent

space factorization module and an image generator has been

attempted recently in [32]. However, the generator used in

[32] is based on autoencoder and thus more limited in gen-

erated image quality compared to GAN; the factorization

is again based on subspace projection and thus limited to

between-attribute disentanglement as in [46, 58].

3. Methodology

3.1. Problem Formulation

Let X and Y denote the set of real input images and

the set of possible domains (values of multiple attributes),

respectively. Since an attribute typically has multiple val-

ues (i.e. domains), the size of Y is bigger than the num-

ber of attributes. For example, given a set of attributes

{smiling, gender}, the set of possible domains are {smiling

and male, unsmiling and male, smiling and female, unsmil-

ing and female}. For each input/source image x ∈ X , its

source domain (i.e., source attribute value) is denoted as

y ∈ Y . Given a target domain ỹ ∈ Y , the goal of a facial

attribute editing model is to train an image style transla-

tion function denoted as T, to synthesize a new/target im-

age x̃, changing only the domain from y to ỹ but preserving

the domain-irrelevant information (e.g., identity or other at-

tributes). Such a facial attribute editing model can be for-

mally defined as x̃ = T(x, y, ỹ).

3.2. Our L2MGAN Model

As illustrated in Figure 2, our L2M-GAN model consists

of three modules: style encoder, style transformer, and gen-

erator. For easier understanding of our L2M-GAN model as

well as notation simplicity, we set |Y| = 2, i.e., only a sin-

gle attribute (with two binary values) is considered. Adopt-

ing StarGAN v2 [6] as the backbone which is designed for

multi-domain style transfer, our L2M-GAN model can be

readily extended to multiple attribute manipulation with a

single model (see results in Sec. 4.5).

Style Encoder. Under the multi-task learning setup [5,

6], our style encoder SE is composed of multiple out-

put/domain branches for Y . Again, for clarity of presen-

tation, in Figure 2, only one domain/branch is shown for

our style encoder. Formally, given an input image x ∈ X
with its source domain y ∈ Y , the style code extracted by

our style encoder SE is denoted as s = SEy(x) ∈ R
d, where

d is the dimension of the style code. In this paper, our style

encoder is the same as in StarGAN v2 [6].

Style Transformer. As stated in [46, 7], the style code

s ∈ R
d extracted by the style encoder SE contains rich

semantic information of the input image x. Some infor-

mation is relevant to the attributes of interest, while the

other is not. It is thus necessary to conduct factorization

on the d-dimensional latent space to disentangle it into two

parts. Concretely, the style code s can be decomposed into

sre ∈ R
d and sun ∈ R

d, where sre denotes the style

code relevant to y and sun denotes the style code unre-

lated/irrelevant to y. Since only the domain-related style

code sre will be transformed during editing, we must pro-

duce an output style code s̃ for the target domain ỹ with-

out changing the other characteristics of the input image.

This is possible only if sre and sun are disentangled. To

this end, we introduce an orthogonality loss on these two

code vectors (to be formulated in Sec. 3.3). Note that or-

thogonality is also exploited in previous latent space factor-

ization methods based on subspace projection [46, 58, 32].

However, they focus on between-attribute disentanglement,

while we separate attribute-relevant style code from the ir-

relevant code (i.e., everything else including other attributes

as well as identity information, lighting condition etc). This

is vital for irrelevance preservation as other attributes do not

cover all irrelevant information of the input image.
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Figure 2. A schematic illustration of the proposed L2M-GAN model. Our novel Style Transformer is the key component for facial attribute

editing, which is composed of a decomposer and a domain transformer. Each cuboid denotes a style code: the red/blue ones are relevant to

the source/target domain of a given attribute (smiling here), and the grey one is attribute-irrelevant code. The whole attribute editing model

is trained in a GAN framework with a discriminator (not shown here) on the generated target images.

Formally, given an input/source style code s, our style

transformer ST transforms it into an output/target style code

s̃ = ST(s, ỹ), where ỹ ∈ Y denotes the target domain.

Firstly, a decomposer P is applied to the style code s to ex-

tract the domain-irrelevant style code sun = P(s), resulting

in sre = s − sun. Secondly, the style code sre related to

the source domain y is transformed into s̃re = DT(sre, ỹ)
by a domain transformer DT, where s̃re is the style code

related to the target domain ỹ. Since we have excluded the

attribute-irrelevant style information from sre, s̃re can be

obtained without changing any information unrelated to the

source/target domain. To further make sure that, the same

orthogonal loss is added between s̃re and sun (to be formu-

lated in Sec. 3.3). The style transformer ST is defined as:

s̃ = ST(s, ỹ) = DT(s − P(s), ỹ) + P(s). (1)

Generator. Our generator G takes an image x and the trans-

formed style code s̃ as input, and generates the output image

x̃ = G(x, s̃) which reflects the information of the style code

s̃. Similar to StarGAN v2 [6], we adopt adaptive instance

normalization (AdaIN) [19, 24] to transfer the information

contained in the style code to the output image.

3.3. Learning Objectives

Adversarial Loss. To encourage the generator to synthe-

size indistinguishable images from real images, we adopt

an adversarial loss. We utilize a multi-task discriminator

[34, 38, 6] for making the discrimination between gener-

ated images and real images. Our multi-task discriminator

D has multiple output branches, each of which learns a bi-

nary classifier to determine whether an image is real or fake

w.r.t. a domain. The adversarial loss is given by:

Ladv = Ex,y,ỹ

[

logDy(x) + log(1− Dỹ(G(x, s̃)))
]

, (2)

where Dy(·) denotes the output branch of D w.r.t. the do-

main y. The style encoder SE and style transformer ST are

learned to provide the style code s̃ w.r.t. the target domain

ỹ. With the image x and the style code s̃, G is learned to

synthesize an output image x̃ = G(x, s̃) that is indistin-

guishable from real images in the target domain ỹ.

Cycle-Consistency Loss. Due to the lack of paired ref-

erence images (e.g., same person both smiling and not

smiling) as supervision, we choose to utilize the cycle-

consistency loss [60] defined as:

Lcyc = Ex,y,ỹ‖G(G(x, s̃), s)− x‖1. (3)

Style Reconstruction Loss. In order to better learn both the

style encoder SE and the generator G for image synthesis

w.r.t. the style code s̃, we impose a style reconstruction

constraint [6] on the style code extracted from x̃:

Lsty = Ex,y,ỹ‖s̃− SEỹ(G(x, s̃))‖1. (4)

Perceptual Loss. To enforce G to preserve the domain-

irrelevant information like personal identity when generat-

ing x̃, we take a perceptual loss on board:

Lper = Ex,y,ỹ‖F(x)− F(G(x, s̃))‖1, (5)

where F(·) denotes the feature vector outputted by a pre-

trained ResNet-18 model [15].

Orthogonality Loss. To guarantee that the style code sun
is orthogonal to sre (or s̃re), we define the orthogonality

loss to directly measure the dependence between them. The

orthogonality loss is formally defined as:

Lort = Ex,y,ỹ

[

‖sre ⊙ sun‖1+‖s̃re ⊙ sun‖1
]

, (6)

where ⊙ denotes the element-wise product. Instead of sim-

ply computing the inner product, our L1-norm orthogonal-

ity loss provides a stronger constraint, which enables us to

obtain a better disentangled latent space.
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Overall Loss. Our overall loss can be summarized as:

min
G,ST,SE

max
D

Ladv + λcycLcyc + λstyLsty

+ λperLper + λortLort,
(7)

where λcyc, λsty , λper and λort denote the hyperparameters

for balancing the above five losses.

3.4. Model Applications

In addition to face synthesis with the domain label (i.e.,

attribute value) as supervision, our trained L2M-GAN can

be directly exploited for more facial attribute manipulation

tasks (e.g., attribute strength manipulation and manipula-

tion with reference images) in the learned disentangled la-

tent space, without the need of re-training the whole model.

Moreover, although trained on real photo images, our L2M-

GAN model can also generalize to other image domains

such as anime faces (see Sec. 4.5). Here, we only present

the formulations of attribute strength manipulation and ma-

nipulation with reference images.

Manipulation with Different Strengths. As noticed in

[44, 2, 24, 46], the synthesized images by the well-trained

GANs change their appearance continuously with linear in-

terpolations of two latent codes in the learned disentan-

gled latent space. This suggests that the semantic informa-

tion contained in the latent code can be changed gradually

but without influence on the other information. Therefore,

when we move the attribute-relevant style code sre in the di-

rection of s̃re− sre, the synthesized image changes only the

attribute-related information but with irrelevance preserva-

tion, due to the orthogonality constraint between s̃re − sre
and sun implied in the disentangled latent space. Formally,

we define a new style code sm as:

sm = sre + λs(s̃re − sre), (8)

where λs denotes the strength of attribute manipulation. We

then adopt λs as the controlling factor to synthesize a series

of images with different attribute strengths:

xn = G(x, sm + sun). (9)

Manipulation with Reference Images. Given a source im-

age xs (with the source domain y) and a reference image xr
(with the target domain ỹ), we extract two style codes ss
and sr from them, respectively. After decomposing ss and

sr independently, we merge the domain-related style code

srer of xr and the domain-unrelated style code suns of xs into

a new style code sn for face synthesis:

sn = suns + srer

= P(SEy(xs)) + (SEỹ(xr)− P(SEỹ(xr))).
(10)

In the disentangled latent space, with the new style code sn,

we can translate the source image into the target domain of

the reference image, but without changing the other infor-

mation of the the source image.

4. Experiments

4.1. Dataset and Settings

Dataset. Experiments are conducted on the widely-used

CelebA-HQ [23] dataset. It consists of 30,000 high quality

facial images, which are picked from the original CelebA

dataset [35] and processed to the size of 1024×1024 with

higher quality. Each image has 40 attributes annotations in-

herited from the original CelebA. To obtain the training/test

split, we re-index each image in CelebA-HQ back to the

original CelebA and classify it into the training or test set

by following the standard split of CelebA, which results in

a training/test split of 27,176/2,824.

Implementation Details. For fair comparison, we resize

all images to 256×256, which is the resolution used by most

previous works. We set the batch size to 8 and the number

of total iterations to 100K during training our L2M-GAN

in an unsupervised way. All modules are initialized using

the He initialization [14] and then trained using Adam [25]

with the learning rate 1e-4, β1 = 0 and β2 = 0.99. The

hyperparameters are empirically set as λcyc = 1, λsty = 2,

λper = 2 and λort = 1. To improve the training stability,

we adopt the EMA strategy [23, 50], following StarGan v2

[6]. Our L2M-GAN is trained on PyTorch with a single TI-

TAN RTX GPU, which takes about 40 hours to train. More

details are given in the supplementary material.

4.2. Qualitative Results

Due to space constraint, we compare our L2M-GAN

with the state-of-the-art methods (i.e., StarGAN [5], Cycle-

GAN [60], ELEGANT [48], PA-GAN [16], and Interface-

GAN [46]) for a specific attribute: Smiling. More results

on other attributes can be found in the supplementary ma-

terial. Note that this attribute is one of the most challeng-

ing among the 40 facial attributes because adding/removing

a smile requires high-level understanding of the input face

image for modifying multiple facial components simultane-

ously. In our experiments, each test image is adopted as the

input image to generate an output image with a domain la-

bel (i.e., attribute value) opposite to that of the input image.

For StarGAN, CycleGAN, PA-GAN, and our L2M-GAN,

the domain label of the input image is directly used as su-

pervision for face synthesis. For ELEGANT, a reference

image with the target domain label is randomly selected

from the test set, which can then be used as supervision for

face synthesis. For InterfaceGAN, we adopt the In-Domain

GAN Inversion [58] as the encoder and StyleGAN [24] as

the backbone, which is marked as InterfaceGAN∗. As in

[46], for InterfaceGAN∗, the latent codes are moved to an-

other side of the found hyperplane for face synthesis.

The qualitative results are shown in Figure 3. We have

the following observations: (1) StarGAN and CycleGAN

tend to generate blurs and artifacts around mouth, and thus

fail to edit the smiling attribute in most cases. (2) ELE-
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Origin StarGAN CycleGAN Elegant InterfaceGAN* L2M-GANPA-GAN
Figure 3. Qualitative results for facial attribute editing on the specific attribute: Smiling. The first column shows the real source/input

images. The other columns from left to right are the editing results of StarGAN [5], CycleGAN [60], ELEGANT [48], PA-GAN [16],

InterfaceGAN∗ [46], and our L2M-GAN. InterFaceGAN∗ denotes the InterfaceGAN [46] with StyleGAN [24] as the backbone and In-

Domain GAN Inversion [58] as the encoder. Better viewed on-line in color and zoomed in for details.

GANT often transfers the unexpected irrelevant information

from reference images because it exchanges attributes in the

latent space that may be not well disentangled. (3) Based

on region attention, PA-GAN preserves the irrelevant re-

gions well but does not change the attribute value correctly

due to the insufficient modification. It also tends to gen-

erate blurs and artifacts around mouth. (4) InterfaceGAN∗

generates high-quality images but fails in some details, e.g.,

eyes and teeth. It sometimes even changes the identity in-

formation of the input image due to not considering identity

during factorization. (5) Our L2M-GAN manipulates the at-

tribute correctly/naturally and produces high-quality images

with sharper details, which demonstrates that it can change

the attribute-relevant information correctly whilst preserv-

ing attribute-irrelevant information.

4.3. Quantitative Results

For quantitative evaluation, two evaluation metrics are

adopted: attribute manipulation accuracy, and quality of

generated images. In addition, user study results are also

provided for subjective evaluation.

Attribute Manipulation Accuracy. Attribute manipula-

tion accuracy is used to evaluate whether the specific at-

tribute correctly appears on generated images after manip-

ulation. To obtain this accuracy, we train a binary classifier

for the smiling attribute on the training set using ResNet-

18, which can achieve over 95% prediction accuracy on the

test set. Table 1 shows our L2M-GAN outperforms all the

competitors on this attribution correctness measure, despite

not using an attribute classifier when training our model.

StarGAN achieves relative high attribute manipulation ac-

curacy but at the cost of image quality degradation (see

the next paragraph). PA-GAN leads to the lowest accuracy

(only 48.2%), showing that PA-GAN modifies images in-

sufficiently when editing such a challenging attribute.

Image Quality. We adopt the Frechét Inception Distance

(FID) [18] to evaluate the quality of generated images. FID

is computed between the distribution of real images in the

training set and that of the generated images (which are

synthesized from all test images). Table 1 shows the FID

scores of five compared methods and our L2M-GAN. We

can observe that our L2M-GAN has the best average FID
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Method FID (+) FID (-) FID (avg) Acc (att)

StarGAN [5] 32.6 38.6 35.6 91.6%

CycleGAN [60] 22.5 24.4 23.5 78.8%

ELEGANT [48] 39.7 42.9 41.3 74.1%

PA-GAN [16] 20.5 21.4 21.0 48.2%

InterFaceGAN∗ [46] 22.8 23.9 23.4 92.1%

L2M-GAN (ours) 17.9 23.3 20.6 93.1%

Table 1. Quantitative results for facial attribute editing on the spe-

cific attribute: Smiling. FID (+) (or FID (-)) denotes the FID score

for adding (or removing) a smile, and FID (avg) denotes the sim-

ple average of FID (+) and FID (-). Acc (att) denotes the attribute

manipulation accuracy.

Method Smiling (+) Smiling (-) Smiling (avg)

StarGAN [5] 4.0% 6.2% 5.1%

CycleGAN [60] 7.6% 9.4% 8.5%

ELEGANT [48] 1.8% 2.6% 2.2%

PA-GAN [16] 19.4% 3.4% 11.4%

InterFaceGAN∗ [46] 8.2% 27.8% 18.0%

None 5.6% 10.6% 8.1%

L2M-GAN (ours) 53.4% 40.0% 46.7%

Table 2. User study results of facial attribute editing on the specific

attribute: Smiling. Smiling (+) (or Smiling (-)) denotes the results

of adding (or removing) a smile, and Smiling (avg) denotes the

average of Smiling (+) and Smiling (-).

score, indicating that it can generate images with the high-

est quality. Particularly, our L2M-GAN leads to significant

improvements over all the competitors for adding a smile.

More quantitative results on other attributes can be found in

the supplementary material.

User Study Results. We also conduct user study to eval-

uate the attribute editing results under human perception.

Concretely, we consider adding a smile and removing a

smile as two editing tasks, and randomly choose 50 test im-

ages for each task (the same setting is used for all methods).

For each test image, 10 volunteers are asked to select the

best generated image among those obtained by all methods,

according to: 1) whether the attribute is correctly manip-

ulated; 2) whether the irrelevant region is well preserved;

3) whether the generated image is natural and realistic. Be-

cause manipulating the smiling attribute is very challenging,

we also provide a choice of “none of these methods per-

forms well” to avoid the case where none can well manipu-

late the attribute but the volunteers have to choose one as the

best. The images generated by different methods are shown

in a random order for a fair comparison. Table 2 shows the

user study results averaged over all 10 volunteers. It can be

clearly seen that our L2M-GAN significantly outperforms

the competitors in the user study.

4.4. Ablation Study Results

We conduct ablation study to show the contribution of

our perceptual loss and orthogonality loss. We use Star-

GAN v2 [6] as our baseline. With a source image and a

reference image as inputs, StarGAN v2 can generate a tar-

Method FID (+) FID (-) FID (avg) Acc (att)

BL (Baseline) 19.8 30.8 25.3 77.2%

BL+PL 19.8 25.1 22.5 78.7%

BL+PL+OL (Single) 18.9 24.4 21.7 88.3%

BL+PL+OL (Inner) 18.3 23.8 21.1 92.0%

BL+OL (L1) 18.3 23.9 21.1 91.8%

BL+PL+OL (L1) 17.9 23.3 20.6 93.1%

Table 3. Ablation study results for our full L2M-GAN model on

the specific attribute: Smiling. BL (Baseline) – our baseline based

on StarGAN v2 [6]; PL – perceptual loss; OL (Single) – orthog-

onality loss having only the first term of Eq. (6) but defined by

inner product; OL (Inner) – orthogonality loss having two terms

of Eq. (6) but defined by inner product; OL (L1) – orthogonality

loss having two L1-norm terms of Eq. (6).

unsmiling smiling 

smiling unsmiling 

Figure 4. Examples of attribute strength manipulation by our L2M-

GAN. The first column shows the real input/source images, and

the next three columns show the same subject with a gradually

changed attribute (smiling or unsmiling).

get/output image by mixing their latent codes. As a re-

sult, it often also transfers attribute-irrelevant information

from the reference image, with the unintended altering of

the identity of the source image. On top of StarGAN v2,

we thus add various components including the orthogonal

loss and perceptual loss, resulting in our full L2M-GAN. Its

five simplified versions are considered: (1) BL (Baseline)

– StarGAN v2; (2) BL+PL – StarGAN v2 with the percep-

tual loss (PL); (3) BL+PL+OL (Single) – StarGAN v2 with

the perceptual loss and orthogonality loss having only the

first term of Eq. (6) but defined by inner product instead;

(4) BL+PL+OL (Inner) – StarGAN v2 with the perceptual

loss and orthogonality loss having two terms of Eq. (6) but

defined by inner product instead; (5) BL+OL (L1) – Star-

GAN v2 with only the orthogonality loss having two L1-

norm terms of Eq. (6). Our full L2M-GAN can be de-

noted as BL+PL+OL (L1), i.e., StarGAN v2 with the per-

ceptual loss and orthogonality loss having two L1-norm

terms of Eq. (6). The results in Table 3 show that: (1)

The perceptual loss is important for facial attribute edit-
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Source 

images 

Reference 

images 

Target 

images 

Figure 5. Examples of face synthesis by our L2M-GAN with ref-

erence images as inputs. For each reference image, the attribute

Smiling (with binary attribute values) is added to the source/input

image and thus transferred to the target/output image.

ing. (2) The orthogonality loss brings in a big boost in ac-

curacy (see BL+PL+OL (Single) vs. BL+PL), since better

latent space disentanglement can be obtained. (3) Enforc-

ing orthogonality both before and after the style transfor-

mation further boosts the latent space disentanglement (see

BL+PL+OL (Inner) vs. BL+PL+OL (Single)). (4) A more

strict orthogonality loss defined with L1-norm leads to im-

provements over the inner product based one. (5) The per-

ceptual loss is indeed complementary to the orthogonality

loss (see BL+OL (L1) vs. BL+PL+OL (L1)).

4.5. Results on Other Attribute Manipulation Tasks

Attribute Strength Manipulation. We synthesize a series

of images with different attribute strengths w.r.t. the smil-

ing attribute by varying λs according to Eq. (8). The visual

results are shown in Figure 4. We can see that the attribute

strengths of the images along each row are changed gradu-

ally (but without changing any irrelevant information) as λs

increases, indicating that the learned latent space is well dis-

entangled and the domain-related style code only contains

the information related to the domain.

Manipulation with Reference Images. We also synthesize

images using reference images as supervision. As shown

in Figure 5, our L2M-GAN can transfer the smiling at-

tribute precisely from the reference images but without any

smiling-irrelevant information, providing further evidence

that the latent space is well disentangled by our model.

Multiple Attribute Manipulation. With StarGAN v2 as

the backbone, our L2M-GAN can also be applied to mul-

tiple attribute manipulation. Figure 6 shows the results of

manipulating two attributes by our L2M-GAN. The set of

two attributes {smiling, gender} are considered in our L2M-

GAN in the mean time. We can observe that our L2M-GAN

can precisely manipulate the two attributes in all cases due

to the well-learned semantics of the latent space.

Source 

images 

Gender changed w/ 

smiling preserved  

Smiling changed w/ 

gender preserved 

Smiling & gender 

changed 

Figure 6. Examples of multiple attribute manipulation by our

L2M-GAN. The first column shows the real input/source images,

and the next three columns show the results of changing only a

single attribute or two attributes simultaneously.

Figure 7. Examples of anime face manipulation by our L2M-GAN.

The first row shows the input images, and the second row shows

the results of manipulating the smiling attribute of anime faces.

Generalization to Anime Face Manipulation. Our L2M-

GAN can be directly applied to anime face manipulation,

without re-training the whole model. The results in Figure 7

show that our L2M-GAN has a good generalization ability

for cross-dataset facial attribute editing.

5. Conclusion

We have proposed a novel facial attribute editing model

based on latent space factorization in GAN. The proposed

L2M-GAN is the first end-to-end GAN model for facial at-

tribute editing based on latent space factorization and is ef-

fective for both local and global attribute editing. This is

due to a novel style transformer that factorizes the latent

code into attribute-relevant and -irrelevant parts by enforc-

ing orthogonality both before and after the transformation.

Extensive experiments show that our L2M-GAN achieves

significant improvements over the state-of-the-arts.
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